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BASS NUMBERS OF LOCAL COHOMOLOGY MODULES

CRAIG L. HUNEKE AND RODNEY Y. SHARP

Abstract. Let A be a regular local ring of positive characteristic. This paper

is concerned with the local cohomology modules of A itself, but with respect

to an arbitrary ideal of A. The results include that all the Bass numbers of

all such local cohomology modules are finite, that each such local cohomology

module has finite set of associated prime ideals, and that, whenever such a local

cohomology module is Artinian, then it must be injective. (This last result had

been proved earlier by Hartshorne and Speiser under the additional assumptions

that A is complete and contains its residue field which is perfect.) The paper

ends with some low-dimensional evidence related to questions about whether

the analogous statements for regular local rings of characteristic 0 are true.

0. Introduction

Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring, let b be an ideal of A and let
M be a finitely generated ^-module. Grothendieck [G2, Exposé XIII, 1.1]

conjectured that the local cohomology modules H¿(M) of M with respect to

b are such that HomA(A/b, H]b(M)) is finitely generated for all j £ N0 . (We
use N0 (respectively N) to denote the set of nonnegative (respectively positive)

integers.) Hartshorne [H2, §3] showed that Grothendieck's conjecture is false

in the stated generality, but went on to investigate the conjecture in the special

case in which A is a complete regular local ring: he showed that, in this case,

Ext'A(Alb, HJb(M)) is finitely generated for all i, j £ N0 if either b is a non-
zero principal ideal [H2, 6.3] or b is a prime ideal with dim^/b = 1 [H2,
7.7].

Hartshorne's work provides motivation for study of the corresponding ques-

tions in the special case in which M = A (and A is still a regular local ring).

Recently, the present first author and Koh obtained the intriguing result [H-
K, 2.3] that if A is a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0 and j £ N

is such that j > bight(b) and Hom^(^/b, HJb(A)) is finitely generated, then

Hl(A) = 0 ; here, bight(b), the bigheight of b , is defined by

bight(b) = max{htp : p is a minimal prime ideal of b}.
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The aim of the present paper is to obtain more information about the struc-

ture of the local cohomology modules H¿(A) (j £ No), where b is an arbitrary

ideal of the regular local ring A of characteristic p > 0. We make much

use of the Frobenius homomorphism /: A —> A defined by f(a) = ap for
all a £ A. Peskine and Szpiro [P-S] pioneered the use of the Frobenius homo-

morphism in commutative algebra over commutative Noetherian rings of prime
characteristic, and one could take the view that this paper merely pushes their
arguments a little further. We shall prove that, for all i, j £ No and for all

p £ Spec(A), the Bass number p'(p, H]b(A)) is finite (and bounded above by

p'(p, ExtA(A/b, A))) ; a corollary is that Ass(H¿(A)) is finite (for all j £ N0).
In a slightly different direction, we shall also present some results about the

structure of H¿(A) in the case when this local cohomology module is Artinian

(that is, in the terminology of Hartshorne [H2, §1], m-cofinite, where m denotes

the maximal ideal of A). Hartshorne and Speiser [H-S, 2.4] proved, again in

the situation of the preceding paragraph but with the additional assumptions

that A is complete and contains its residue field which is perfect, that if H¿(A)

is Artinian, then it is injective and isomorphic to a direct sum of finitely many

copies of EA(A/m) (we use EA(L) or E(L) to denote the injective envelope

of an ,4-module L). We shall obtain the same result for a general regular local

ring (A, m) of characteristic p > 0, without any restriction on the residue field.
In fact, our argument yields rather more than this: we shall also show that, for

all ij'eNo, the local cohomology module HL(Hl(A)) is always injective, and

isomorphic to the direct sum of finitely many copies of E(Alm).
The above-mentioned results raise obvious questions about whether the anal-

ogous statements for regular local rings of characteristic 0 are true. In the final
section of the paper, we include some low-dimensional evidence related to such

questions, including proofs that, if (A , m) is a regular local ring of characteris-
tic 0 having dim A ^ 3, or a 4-dimensional regular local ring containing a field

of characteristic 0, and b is an ideal of A , then the Bass number p'(p, H¿(A))

is finite for all i, j £ No and all p £ Spec(y4).

1. Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, A will denote a commutative Noetherian ring. We
shall only assume that A is local, or of characteristic p > 0, when explicitly

stated; however, the terminology ' (A, m) is a local ring' is to be interpreted as

including the information that m is the unique maximal ideal of A .

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic construction and prop-

erties of local cohomology modules, as introduced in [Gl].

The Bass numbers p'(p, M) (i £ No) for an ^-module M and a prime

ideal p of A axe explained as follows. For i £ No, the ith term El(M) in the

minimal injective resolution for M is uniquely determined, up to isomorphism,

by M ; by well-known work of Matlis and Gabriel, there is a family (pa)aeA °f

prime ideals of A for which E'(M) = ®a€A.E(/l/pa), and, for p € Spec(^4),
the cardinality of the set {a £ A : pa = p} is uniquely determined by M and

is denoted by p'(p, M). In fact, by Bass [B, (2.7)], this can be described as the
dimension of a vector space: if k(p) denotes the residue field of the local ring

Ap , then
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p¡(p, M) = dimfc(p) Ext^ (k(p) ,MP) = dimfc(p)(ExtA(A/p, M))p,

and so is finite when M is finitely generated.

1.1 Notation. Let A have prime characteristic p > 0. We use / : A —► A to
denote the Frobenius homomorphism; we shall occasionally use A' to denote
A regarded as an ^-module by means of / (at points where care is needed).
Also, F will denote the additive functor ( ) ®A A' from the category of all

,4-modules and y4-homomorphisms to the category of all ^'-modules and A'-

homomorphisms, and we shall refer to F as the Frobenius functor.

For an ideal c of A, and for e £ N, we shall denote by c^'l the ideal of A

generated by all the peth powers of elements of c. Note that (c[p*l)    = ¿tf+xl.

1.2 Remark. Let the situation be as in 1.1.  For an ideal c of A, we have

F(A/c) = A/W.

1.3 Remark. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0.
Our argument is very dependent on Kunz's Theorem [K] that, in this case,

the Frobenius homomorphism / is flat. For example, we shall need the conse-

quence that

F(Extj4(M, N)) 3 Extj4,(F(M), F(N))

for all j £ No and for all choices of ^-modules M and N with M finitely

generated.
Crucial to the arguments of this paper is the fact that, if I is an injective

module over a Gorenstein ring A of prime characteristic p > 0, then F(I) = I.
The next lemma is in preparation for this.

1.4 Lemma. Let (A, m) be a Gorenstein local ring of prime characteristic p >

0, and let E := E(A/m). Then F(E) & E.

Proof. Let n := dim A, and let Xi, ... , x„ form a system of parameters for

A . Since A is Gorenstein, E = H!^(A). We are going to use the description of
this local cohomology module as a direct limit of homology modules of Koszul

complexes: see Grothendieck [Gl, Theorem 2.3].
For r, s £ N with r ^ s, there is an ^-homomorphism

gSr '■ A/(X[ ,...  ,Xrn)-> A/(X\ ,...  ,Xsn)

induced by multiplication by (xx, ... , x„)s~r ; these homomorphisms turn

(A/(x[,...,x'n))r€N

into a direct system, and it follows from the result cited in the preceding para-

graph that

HZiA) = fl£If_ >Xm)(A) = lim A/(x¡, ... , x'n).
ren

Now apply the functor F, and use 1.2 and the fact that the formation of tensor

products and direct limits 'commute': it is easy to deduce that

F(E) = FÍlimA/(x¡,... , xrn)\ SiHfr.^{A) = H£{A) = E.   D
^ r6N '
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1.5   Proposition. Let A be a Gorenstein ring of prime characteristic p > 0,

and let I be an injective A-module. Then F(I) = I.

Proof. Let p e Spec(^) : we show first that F(E(A/p)) £ E(A/p).
Now, by Maths [Ml, Lemma (3.2)(2) and Theorem (3.4)], each element of

E(A/p) is annihilated by some power of p, and multiplication by an element

of A \ p provides an automorphism of E(A/p). Hence E(A/p) has a natural
structure as an Ap-module; in fact, as such, it is isomorphic to EAp (Ap/pAp).

It follows that each element of F(E(A/p)) is annihilated by some power of
p, and multiplication by an element of A \ p provides an automorphism of

F(E(A/p)). Hence F(E(A/p)) has a natural structure as an /lp-module, and

F(E(A/p))®AAf=F(E(A/p))

as Ap -modules.
Note that Ap is a Gorenstein local ring of characteristic p : let /' : Ap -»

Ap denote the Frobenius homomorphism and let F' denote the Frobenius

functor on the category of Ap-modules. Let a: A —> Ap denote the natural

homomorphism. Note that the diagram

Ap -> Ap

commutes. Hence there is an Ap -isomorphism

F(E(A/p)) ®A Ap * F'(E(A/p) ®A Ap),

as both of these ^-modules are isomorphic to the Ap-modale E(A/p) ®A Ap
which arises when Ap is regarded as an ^-module by means of o o f = /' o o .

But E(A/p) ®A Ap = EAp (Ap/pAp), and it follows from 1.4 that

F'(EAf(Ap/pAp))^EAp(Ap/pAp)

as Ap -modules. Hence there are isomorphisms of Ap -modules

F{E{A/p)) S F{EiA/p)) ®A Ap 2 F'(EAp (Ap/pAp)) = EAp (Ap/pAp),

so that, on restricting back to A, we obtain an ^-isomorphism

F(E(A/p))=E(A/p).

Finally, we can deduce that F (I) = I because I is isomorphic to a direct

sum of indecomposable injective ^-modules (and tensor product 'commutes'

with arbitrary direct sums).   D

1.6 Corollary. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and

let M be an A-module. Then Ass(F(M)) = Ass(Af).

Proof. Note that we do not assume that M is finitely generated. Let E :=
E(M). By Kunz's Theorem [K], F is exact, and so F(M) can be embedded

in F(E), and F(E) = E by 1.5. Hence E(F(M)) is isomorphic to a direct
summand of E. Also, for p € Spec(^), we have p € Ass(M) if and only if

p°(p, M) > 0. It follows that Ass(F(M)) C Ass(M).
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To prove the reverse inclusion, let q £ Ass(Af), so that there is an exact

sequence 0 —> A/q —> M ; application of the exact functor F and 1.2 now

show that F(M) has a submodule isomorphic to A/q^l ; and q £ Ass(A/qlP^)

since q is the unique minimal prime ideal of qM .   □

1.7 Remark. Let (A, m) be a local ring. It is straightforward to show that if

(L,)/eN is a direct system of yf-modules (over the directed set N with its usual

ordering) with direct limit L^, and there exists h £ N such that the vector

space dimensions (over A/m) of the socles (0 :¿, m) (/' e N) satisfy

dim^/m (0 :L¡ m) < h for ail i £ N,

then dim/i/m(0 :Loo m) < h also.

1.8 Lemma. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and let

b be an ideal of A. Let j £ No.

ThenF(H{(A)) = Hl(A).
Proof. Since the Frobenius homomorphism / : A -» A is flat, and the extension

of b to A under / is just b^1, it follows from the theory of flat base change

in local cohomology that F(H]b(A)) = H]b[p](A) ; but if b can be generated by t

elements, then b'" Cb^cW , and so F(H}b(A)) = HJb(A).   D

2. Bass numbers

2.1 Theorem. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and

let b be an ideal of A. Let p £ Spec(,4), and let j £ No. Then p'(p, HJb(A))
is finite for all i £ No ; in fact,

p}(p, Hl(A)) < p}(p, ExtjA(A/b, A))   for all i £ N0.

Proof. Localization enables us to reduce to the case in which p = m. For all

¡eN0, set h¡ := p'(m, ExtA(A/b, A)).
Let

0 —► Ext^(^/b, A) —» E° —»->El —» Ei+X —+ ■ ■ •

provide a minimal injective resolution for Ext^(^4/b, A). For each i £ No, set

E[ = F(E'), and, for each n £ N, define E'n+X = F(E'n). Note that, by 1.5,

E'n * El for all n £ N and all i £ N0.
Application of the exact functor F to the above exact sequence yields, on

use of 1.2 and 1.3, an exact sequence

0 —* ExtA(A/bW ,A)^E°X^-► E[ —► E\+x —►••-.

But the natural homomorphism A/b^ —>• A/b (arising from the inclusion map

b^1 -» b) induces a natural homomorphism

Ext^/b, A) —» Ext^A/bW, A).

Standard results about injective resolutions of modules therefore mean that
there is a commutative diagram

0   —»     ExtA(A/b,A)     —+   E°   —♦   •••    —»   El    —♦   •••

0   —   ExXA{A/bWtA)   —*   E\°   —►   •••    —»   E[    —►    •••
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of ¿1-modules and ^4-homomorphisms with exact rows, in which the first vertical

map is the above-mentioned natural one. Indeed, repetition of this argument

leads to a commutative diagram

0   —»       ExtA(A/b,A)       —♦     E°     —»   •■■    —»     £'     —»   •••

0   —»     Ext¿(¿/f>M,¿)     —*     E?     —»   ...    —»     E\     —   •••

1 I I

0   —♦     Ext^/b^l,^)     —»     E°     —-»   •••    —*     £¿     —♦   ••■

I I I
0   —»   Ext^/b^'1,.4)    —   £°+1    —»   •••    —»   ik,    —»   ••■

I i I

of yi-modules and ^-homomorphisms with exact rows, in which the maps in

the first vertical column are all the natural ones.

Now pass to the direct limit: for each i £ No, let

P := lim E'e ,
é>€N

and recall that a direct limit of injective ^[-modules is again injective; recall

also that passage to direct limits preserves exactness; and note too that, if b

can be generated by t elements, then

btPe c b^l C bpe   for all e £ N,

so that
HJ(A) = lim ExtA{A/bW], A)   for all e £ N.

ee®

The result is an exact sequence

0 — HJb(A) —f J° —*-► /' —♦ /<+1 —► • • •

which provides an injective resolution for H3b(A). Now

dimj4/m(0 :Ei m) = hi   for all e £ N and /' £ N0,

and so it follows from 1.7 that

dim^/m(0 :ji m) < A,   for all i £ N0.

Since, for each such i, the z'th term in the minimal injective resolution for

H}b(A) is isomorphic to a direct summand of J', it follows that pl(m, H((A))
is finite and no greater than h¡.   □

2.2 Remark. It is easy to produce examples of (A, m), b, p, i and j as in

2.1 for which
p¡(p, H¿(A)) < p¡(p,ExtA(A/b, A)).
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It might be interesting to try to determine conditions under which

pi(p,Hbi(A)) = pi(p,ExtA(A/b,A)).

By a regular ring we mean a (commutative Noetherian) ring all of whose

localizations are regular local rings.

2.3 Corollary. Let A be a regular ring of positive characteristic, and let b be

an ideal of A. Let j £ No- Then Ass(H¿(A)) is finite; in fact,

Ass(HJb(A)) C Ass(Ext^U/b, A)).

Proof. It is enough to prove the second statement, and to do that, we can as-

sume that A is a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0. The claim is then
immediate from 2.1 since, for p £ SpecU) and an ^-module M, we have

p e Ass(Af) if and only if p°(p, M) > 0.   G

Our final result in this section gives a partial answer to a special case of a

'local-global' question raised by M. P. Brodmann.

2.4 Corollary. Let A be a regular ring of positive characteristic, and let b, c

be ideals of A. Let j £ N0. Suppose that

cAp ç y(0 :Ap H¿Af Up))   for all p e SpecU).

Then t ç J(0 :A HJb(A)).

Proof. Clearly, we can assume that H]b(A) ¿ 0. By 2.4, Ass(H((A)) is finite:

let AkSs(Hj(A)) = {pi, ... ,p„}. By hypothesis, for each i = I, ... , n, there

exists t¡ £ N such that

c%,(i/¿U))pi=0.

Let t = max{ii, ... , /„} . Then

(c'H¿(A))p¡=0   for all f=l,... ,n,

so that c'HJ(A) = 0 since Ass(c'Hj(A)) C Ass(HJb(A)).   D

3.   m-TORSION STRUCTURE

We begin by extracting in a lemma the argument which forms the basis for

the work in this section.

3.1 Lemma. Let (A, m) be a Gorenstein local ring of prime characteristic p >

0, and let d : E' -» E" be a homomorphism of injective A-modules such that E'

is an essential extension of Ker d. Suppose that each of E' and E" has a direct

summand isomorphic to E := E(A/m), and let q : E —► E' and n : E" —> E
be the canonical injection and canonical projection (respectively) associated with

these direct sum decompositions. By Matlis [Ml, Theorems 3.6 and 3.7], E

has a natural structure as a module over Â, the completion of A, and there

exists a unique a £ Â such that the endomorphism n o d o q of E is given by

multiplication by â.
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Then â £ tri, the maximal ideal of Â ; also, for each e £ N, Fe(E) = E (by

1.4), and Fe(n odoq) is given by multiplication by àpC.

Proof. Since E' is an essential extension of Kerrf, we have Imq n Ker<i ^ 0,
and so nod o q is not an automorphism of E. It follows that â is not a unit

of Â, and so â £ m. It is straightforward to check the final claim.   G

3.2 Notation. Let (A, m) be a local ring. For an ideal b of A, we shall

denote by Yb the b-torsion functor on the category of all .4-modules: this is the

subfunctor of the identity functor for which

Yb(M) = {j(0:Mb')
i=0

for each A-modxile M. Of course, for j e No, the jth local cohomology

functor H¿ is just the jth right derived functor of Yb.

3.3 Theorem. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and

let b be an ideal of A. Let i,jeN0.

// H>m(ExtA(A/b, A)) = 0, then p\m, HJb(A)) = 0.

Proof. Let

0 —♦ ExtA(A/b, A) —♦ E° —» • • • El ?i+X

provide a minimal injective resolution for ExtA(A/b, A). For each / £ No, set

EQ = El, E[ = F(E¡), and, for each n £ N, define E'n+X = F(E'„).

The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that there is a com-

mutative diagram

0   —»       ExtA(A/b,A)

0   —»     EztJA{A/bW,A)

E°

E» E\

0   —>     Ext7,U/b^I,,4)

0   —►   Ext^A/b^l, A)

i

I
F°

I
"e+1

of ^4-modules and ^4-homomorphisms with exact rows, in which the maps in

the first vertical column are all the natural ones, and the rows provide injective

resolutions for the Ext^U/b^'1, A) ; also, passage to direct limits produces an

exact sequence

0 HUA) J° r j i+i
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where, for each i £ No ,
J1 := lim Ei,

e€N

an injective ^4-module.

Since the Frobenius homomorphism / : A —> A is flat, and the extension

of m to A under / (that is, the ideal f(m)A' of A') is just m^1, it fol-
lows from the theory of flat base change in local cohomology (and 1.3) that

Hlm(ExtA(A/bW,A)) = 0;hence

//¿(Ext^U/b^1, A)) = 0   for all e£N.

Thus the sequence Ym(E¡,~x) -> Ym(E£) -* Ym(Ele+x) induced from the above

commutative diagram is exact for all e £ No. (Interpret E~x as 0 for all

e £ No.)
Let x £ (0 :j¡ m). Since m is finitely generated, it follows that there exist

e £ N and y £ (0 :£I m) such that its natural image in J1 is x. By the

comment in the immediately preceding paragraph, y is the image of an element

z € Ym(E'e~x). There exists AeN such that m^h = 0. Hence, by 3.1, the

image of y in (0 :E¡    m) (under the appropriate vertical map in the above
e+h

commutative diagram) must be zero. (Go down and then along rather than

along and then down!) Thus x = 0.

We have therefore shown that (0 :}> m) = 0, so that ExtA(A/m, H¿(A)) = 0

and pi(\xi,H]b(A)) = 0.   G

3.4 Corollary. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and

let b be an ideal of A. Let j £ N0 and let p £ Spec-U).

Then //<(p, H{{A)) = 0 for all i > htp - ; .

Proof. Localization enables us to reduce to the case in which p = m.   Set

d := dim A and E := E(A/m). By Grothendieck's local duality theorem [Gl,
6.3],

Hi(ExtJA(A/b, A)) = Hom^(Ext^-!(Ext^U/b, A), A), E).

However, since A is Gorenstein, the latter module is zero whenever d-i < j,

that is, whenever i > d -j (by Bass [B, §1]). The claim therefore follows from

3.3.   G

3.5 Theorem. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and

let M be an A-module such that

(1) F{M) = M,and
(2) p'{p, M) is finite for all i £ N0 and all p £ SpecU).

Let

Q—>M-^E°—>-► E* -*-+ Ei+X —>■■■

provide the minimal injective resolution for M.

Then, for all i eN0, the restriction ¿'|rm(£<) of d' to the submodule Ym{E')

of E' is zero.
Consequently, for all i £ N0, the local cohomology module Hlm (M) is an

injective A-module; in fact, Hlm (M) is isomorphic to the direct sum of p'(m, M)

copies of E(A/m). In particular, Ym(M) is an injective direct summand of M.
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Proof. Application of the exact functor F yields an exact sequence

0 F (M) -Ä F(E°) f(eí)-^Xf(eí+x)

which, by 1.5, provides an injective resolution for F(M). Let 6~x : M -* F (M)

be the given isomorphism. By standard results about injective resolutions, there

exist ^-homomorphisms 8' : E' -> F(E') (i £ N0) such that the diagram

0

0

M

i
F (M) F(E')

F(d>]

Ei+X

F(El+x)

(in which the vertical maps are the 6' (i > -1)) commutes.

We can now use hypothesis (2) to deduce that all the 6' (i £ No) are isomor-

phisms, as follows. Suppose, inductively, that i € N0 and we have proved that

6r is an isomorphism for all r = -1, ... , i - 1. Then a diagram-chase shows

that Kerö' n Kexd1 = 0, and it follows that 6' is a monomorphism because
E' is an essential extension of Kexd'. Hence Im9' is a direct summand of
F(E'), and Im 0' = El. Next, by 1.5, F(El) = El, and so it follows from the

fact that p'(p, M) is finite for all p e SpecU), together with the uniqueness

properties of the decomposition of El as a direct sum of indecomposable in-

jective submodules, that Im0' = F(E'). Hence 6' is an isomorphism, and the

inductive step is complete.
For each / e No , set d\ = F(d'), E[ = F(E'), and, for each n £ N, define

E'n+X = F(E'n), d'n+x = F(d'n). Repeated application of the functor F to the

last commutative diagram therefore yields a commutative diagram

0 M

I
F(M)

I

i
Fe(M)

I
Fe+X(M)

I

d' ?i+X

ÍL        J71+1

"e+l

E¡+X

Fi+X

in which the vertical maps are all isomorphisms and the rows are all exact.

Now let x £ Ym(E'). There exists e £N such that m^'l* = 0. It therefore

follows from 3.1 that

Fe-X(6i+X) ■ ■ ■ F(di+X)6i+Xdi(x) = Fe(di)Fe~x(di) ■ ■ ■ F(di)6i(x) = 0,

so that d'(x) = 0 as 6i+x is an isomorphism.
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The remaining claims of the theorem are now immediate.   G

3.6 Corollary. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and

let M bean Artinian A-module such that F(M) = M. Then M is an injective
A-module.

Proof. It follows from Maths [M2, Proposition 3], together with the fact that

M is Artinian, that p'(p, M) = 0 for all i £ N0 and all p £ SpecU) \ {m},
and that p'(m, M) is finite for all i £ No .

We can therefore apply Theorem 3.5 to deduce that Ym(M) is injective, and

since M = Ym(M), the result is proved.   G

3.7 Corollary. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and
let b be an ideal of A. Let i, j £ No.

Then H^H^A)) is an injective A-module; in fact H'm(H]b(A)) is isomorphic

to the direct sum of p'(m, H}b(A)) copies of E(A/m) (and p'(xn, HJb(A)) is

finite, by 2.1).
In particular, Ym(H¿(A)) is an injective direct summand of H¿(A).

Proof. By 1.8, F(H]b(A)) = H¿(A). Also, by 2.1, pr(p, HJb(A)) is finite for all
r £ N0 and all p £ SpecU) • The result therefore follows from 3.5.   G

3.8 Corollary. (Compare Hartshorne and Speiser [H-S, 2.4].) Let (A, m) be

a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and let b be an ideal of A. Let

j e N0.

If Hl(A) is Artinian, then it is injective and isomorphic to a direct sum of

finitely many copies of EA(A/m).

Proof. By 1.8, F(HJb(A)) = H]b(A). The result therefore follows from 3.6.    G

Before we state our last corollary in this section, we remind the reader that,

for a nonzero module M over a local ring A, the dimension of M, denoted
by dim M or dim^ M, is the supremum of lengths of chains of prime ideals
in SuppAf.

The next corollary is at least as good as Corollary 3.4, because a localization

argument shows, in the notation of 3.4, that dimHl(A) < dim A - j when

H¿(A) ^ 0 (we are grateful to G. Lyubeznik for drawing our attention to this).

3.9 Corollary. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0, and

let b be an ideal of A. Let j £ No and let p £ Supp(//jJU)).

Then p>(p, HJb(A)) = 0 for all i > dim^p H¿Af (Ap) = dim^ (//¿U))p.

Proof. Of course, H}bA (Ap) = (H3b(A)) (as ^p-modules). We argue by induc-

tion on n := dim^ (H¿(A))f.

When n = 0, we have Supp^ ((rYjjU)),,) = {p^4p}. It therefore follows

from Matlis [M2, Proposition 3], together with the fact (2.1) that p°(p, HJb(A))

is finite, that HJbA (Ap) is an Artinian Ap-module. Since Ap is a regular local

ring of characteristic p , it follows from 3.8 that H}bA (Ap) is injective. Hence

pi(p,H)b(A)) = 0 for all i>0.
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Now suppose, inductively, that n = k > 0, and that the result has been

proved for all smaller values of n . Let

0 —> Hi (A) -±+ E° —»-►£'-£» Ei+X —» • • •

provide a minimal injective resolution for H]b(A). It follows from 2.1 and

the inductive hypothesis that, for all / > /c, the injective ^p-module (¿s')p is

isomorphic to a direct sum of finitely many copies of EAp (Ap/pAp). But

0 -> (Hl(A))f ^U (E\ _»... — (£'),, -^ (£'+1)p — •••

provides a minimal injective resolution for (JJ¡|U)) = H}bA (Ap), and so it

follows from 1.8, 2.1 and 3.5 that (d% = 0 for all i > k, so that (E% = 0

for all i > k. This implies that p'(p, HJb(A)) = 0 for all i > k, and so the
inductive step is complete.   G

4. Some questions

In this section, we state some questions about regular local rings of charac-

teristic 0 which are raised by our results in §§2 and 3 above, and assemble

some low-dimensional and other evidence related to them. Our first question is
motivated by Theorem 2.1.

4.1 Question. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic 0, and let

b be an ideal of A . Let p £ SpecU). and let j £ N0 .

Is it the case that p'(p, HJb(A)) is finite for all i £ N0?

4.2 Notation and remarks. Let JF(A) denote the set of all ideals of A , and
let

9(A) := {b £ J(A) : p\p, HJb(A)) is finite for all i,j£ N0

and all p £ SpecU)}.

Trivially, 0 G 9(A).
Let b, c be ideals of A . Observe that b e 9(A) if and only if ^/b £ 9(A) ;

therefore b n c £ 9(A) if and only if be £ 9(A).
Note that for a local ring (A, m), it is automatic that m e 9(A), since

H¿(A) is Artinian for all j £ N0 .

4.3 Lemma. Let a £ A. Let p £ SpecU)» andlet j £ No.

Then pl(p, HJAa(A)) is finite for all ¡eN0.

Proof. Since Aa is principal, HJAa(A) = 0 for all j > 1 ; also HAa(A) is finitely

generated, and so p'(p, H^a(A)) is finite for all i £ N0.

There is an integer h such that (0 :A ah) = (0 :A ah+') for all /' £ N;

furthermore, the Cech complex approach to the calculation of local cohomology

modules shows that there is an exact sequence

0 —» A/(0 :A ah) —> Aa —> HAa(A) —» 0.

The result follows from this exact sequence: of course, p'(p, A/(0 :A ah)) is

finite for all i £ N0 , since Aj(0 :A ah) is finitely generated; moreover p'(p, Aa)
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is finite for all ¡' e No, since a minimal injective resolution for Aa as Aa-

module is automatically an injective resolution for Aa as ^-module, and, for

a prime ideal q of A which does not contain a, the indecomposable injective
j4a-module EA (Aa/qAa) is, when considered as an A-modnle, isomorphic to

EA(A/q).   G   '

4.4 Lemma. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic 0 and let b be

a proper ideal of A such that dim^/b = 1. Let p £ SpecU) > and let j £ No.

Then p'(p,HJb(A)) is finite for all /eN0.

Proof. Since Hb(A) is finitely generated, the result is clear when j = 0, and
so we can assume henceforth in this proof that j ^ 1. Also we can, and do,

assume that p D b, since otherwise p 0 Supp(Zf^U)).

Let i £ No. By [H-K, 4.1], Exr}U/pi, H{(A) ®a Â) is a finitely generated

,4-module, so that, since the natural ring homomorphism A -> Â is faithfully

flat, ExtlA(A/p, H]b(A)) is a finitely generated ^-module. Hence p'(p,Hl(A))
is finite.   G

4.5 Proposition. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic 0 having

dim A < 3, and let b be an ideal of A. Let p £ SpecU ) ■ and let j £ N0.

Then p'(p,HJb(A)) is finite for all z'eN0.

Proof. Since A is a unique factorization domain, an unmixed proper radical
ideal of A of height 1 is principal, and so we can use 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 to reduce
the proof to the case where dim A = 3 and b is a proper, mixed, radical ideal

of A of height 1.
In this situation, there exist a nonunit, nonzero divisor a £ A and an un-

mixed ideal c of A of height 2 such that b = Aa n c and y/(Aa + c) = m. We
use the notation 9(A) of 4.2. By 4.2, m £ 9(A) ; by 4.3, Aa £ 9(A) ; and, by
4.4, c £ 9(A). By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for local cohomology, there is
an exact sequence

0   -» H°{A) — H°Aa(A)®H?(A) — H?(A)
— Hi(A) — HxAa(A)®Hcx(A) — HX(A)

—» H2(A) —» H2Aa(A)®H2(A) — H2(A)
— flâU) —» #i,U)©Ä?U) —» H¡(A)    —    0.

Now HAa(A) / 0 if and only if j = 1 ; furthermore, since gradee = 2, we

have HJ(A) = 0 if j = 0 or 1. Also, by the local Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne
Theorem [HI, 3.1], H?(A) = H%(A) = 0. Thus the above exact sequence shows

that H%(A) = 0, that Hbx(A) s HAa(A), and that there is an exact sequence

o —» //c2u) —» #b2u) —» //¿u) -, o.

Since m, c, ,4a G ̂ U), it follows that b £ 9(A) too, as required.   G

4.6 Proposition. Let (A, m) ¿>e a 4-dimensional regular local ring containing

afield of characteristic 0, and let b be an ideal of A. Let p£ SpecU) » and let

J6N0.
Then /i'(p, H{{A)) is finite for all ¡eN0.

Proof. We first consider a proper, unmixed ideal b of height 2 of the comple-

tion U, m). Since gradeb = 2, we have HHÂ) = 0 if j = 0 or 1. Also,
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by the local Lichtenbaum-Hartshorne Theorem [Hl, 3.1], HÏ(Â) = 0. Let the

minimal injective resolution for Â (as a module over itself) be

0 —» Â —» E° —» Ex —» E2 — £3 —* E4 —f 0.

Two cases now arise, according as SpecU/b) \ {m/b} is or is not connected.

When Spec(i/b)\{m/b} is connected, it follows from [H-L, 2.9] that H¡(A)

= 0 also; hence, since Yb(E°) = Y^(EX) = 0, there is induced an exact sequence

o —» h¡(a) — rG(^2) — rÉ(£3) —» Yb(E<) — o,

and, since this provides an injective resolution for Hl(Â), it is now obvious

that be 9(A) (in the notation of 4.2).

When SpecU/b)\{m/b} has t> 1 distinct connected components, it follows

from [H-K, 3.6] that H?(Â) = EÂ(Â/m)'-x, the direct sum of t - 1  copies

of E^Â/tn). Thus in this case there exist ^-modules K and I and exact

sequences

0 — K —» Yb(E') — rè(£4) — 0,

0 —» / —► # —» EA(Â/m)'-1 —♦ 0

and

o —a*íí) —r,^)—>/ —o,

and it follows easily from these that be 9(A) in this case too.

Next suppose that b is a proper, mixed, radical ideal of ^4 of height 2, so

that there exist proper, unmixed, radical ideals ê and ö of i with ht c = 2,

htô = 3, y(c + ö)=m and c n Ô = b . By the first three paragraphs of this

proof, c £ 9(A) ; by 4.4, Ô £ 9(A) too. It now follows from an argument

using a Mayer-Vietoris sequence very similar to that used in the proof of 4.5

that b £ 9(A) too.
Now let us consider the ideal b of A. We can assume that b ç m. We

consider first the case in which ht b = 2. Localization and 4.5 enable us to see
that p'(p, H{(A)) is finite for all i, j e N0 and all p e SpecU) \ {m} • BY

(4.2 and) the first four paragraphs of this proof, p'(m, HJb^(Â)) is finite for all

ij'eNo, and it follows that p'(m, HJb(A)) is finite for all /', j £ N0. Thus
b £ 9(A) in this case.

We can now use 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 to reduce the proof to the case where b is

a proper, mixed, radical ideal of A of height 1. In this situation, there exist a
nonunit, nonzero divisor a £ A and a proper ideal c of A of height at least 2

such that b = Aa n c and ht(Aa + c) ^ 3 . The arguments above show that c £
9(A) ; in order to show that b £ 9(A) in this case, it is enough, by 4.2, to show

that at £ 9(A). However, it is not difficult to use the Cech complex approach

to the calculation of local cohomology modules to see that H¿t(A) = (H¡(A))a

for all j' ¿t 2. We already know that p'(p, Hi (A)) is finite for all i, j £ N0
and all p £ SpecU) • It therefore follows from standard considerations about

the behaviour of injective modules under fraction formation that ^'(p, H¿C(A))

is finite for all i, j £ N0 with j>2 and all p G SpecU) • Finally, H%C(A) = 0
and HXC(A) = HXA(A) by another Mayer-Vietoris sequence argument, and so

another application of 4.3 completes the proof.   G
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4.7 Question. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring of characteristic 0, and let
b be an ideal of A . Let j e N0 .

If H}b(A) is Artinian, must it be injective?

4.8 Remarks. Of course, Question 4.7 is motivated by 3.8. As further related

evidence, we point out that, by [H-K, 3.6], if (A, m) is a complete regular local

ring of dimension d which contains a field of characteristic 0 and is such that
SpecU/b) \ {m/b} is not connected, where b is a proper, unmixed ideal of A

having dimU/b) = 2, then Hb~x(A) is Artinian and injective.
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